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ABSTRACT

In Part I of this study, the impact of Ural blocking (UB) on the warm Arctic–cold Eurasian (WACE)

pattern associatedwith thewinter (DJF) arctic sea ice loss during 1979–2013 is examined by dividing the arctic

sea ice reduction region into two dominant subregions: the Barents and Kara Seas (BKS) and the North

American high-latitude (NAH) region (Baffin and Hudson Bay, Davis Strait, and Labrador Sea). It is found

that atmospheric response to arctic sea ice loss resembles a negative Arctic response oscillation with a

dominant positive height anomaly over the Eurasian subarctic region. Regression analyses of the two sub-

regions further show that the sea ice loss over the BKS corresponds to the UB pattern together with a positive

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO1) and is followed by a WACE anomaly, while the sea ice reduction in the

NAH region corresponds to a negative NAO (NAO2) pattern with a cold anomaly over northern Eurasia.

Further analyses reveal that the UB pattern is more persistent during the period 2000–13 (P2) than 1979–99

(P1) because of the reduced middle-to-high-latitude mean westerly winds over Eurasia associated with the

intense BKS warming. During P2 the establishment of the UB becomes a slow process because of the role of

the BKS warming, while its decay is slightly rapid. In the presence of the long-lived UB that often occurs with

the NAO1, the BKS-warming-induced DJF-mean anticyclonic anomaly is intensified and widened and then

expands southward during P2 to amplify the WACE pattern and induce the southward displacement of its

cold anomaly and the further loss of the BKS sea ice. Thus, midlatitude Eurasian cold events should be more

frequent as the sea ice loss continues over the BKS.

1. Introduction

Over the past decades, the arctic sea ice has undergone a

sharp decline (Comiso et al. 2008; Petoukhov and

Semenov 2010; Mori et al. 2014; Simmonds 2015). Al-

though the reduction of the overall arctic sea ice is more

pronounced in summer than inwinter (Serreze et al. 2007),

the winter sea ice cover over the Barents and Kara Seas

(BKS) has also declined remarkably during the last three

decades (Francis and Hunter 2006; Park et al. 2015). It has

been found that the winter arctic sea ice decline is associ-

ated with the winter arctic warming through enhanced

downward infrared (IR) radiation associated with in-

creased air temperature, water vapor, and clouds (Francis

et al. 2005; Park et al. 2015), as well as the ice albedo

feedback (Screen and Simmonds 2010, 2013b). Other
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possible mechanisms include the increased export of sea

ice through the Fram Strait (Kwok et al. 2009), the atmo-

spheric poleward transport of moisture and sensible heat

flux (Park et al. 2015), the enhanced inflow of warmwaters

from adjacent oceans into the Arctic (Spielhagen et al.

2011), and the phase change of the Atlantic multidecadal

oscillation (AMO) (Peings and Magnusdottir 2014).

In the recent decade, extreme cold events have occurred

frequently over the Eurasian continents (Zhang et al.

2012; Tang et al. 2013; Mori et al. 2014). The presence of a

midlatitude cold anomaly over a region in Eurasia corre-

sponds to the so-called warm Arctic–cold Eurasian

(WACE) pattern since it often appears with the warming

over the Barents Sea (Overland et al. 2011; Inoue et al.

2012). Along with the appearance of theWACE anomaly

pattern, frequent and severe cold events hit East Asian

countries during recent years, causing persistent low

temperatures and heavy snowfall over Japan inDecember

2005 and over southern China in January–February 2008

(Honda et al. 2009). The physical cause of increasing

Eurasian cold events or the WACE pattern has attracted

considerable attention (Honda et al. 2009; Cohen et al.

2012, 2014; Wu et al. 2013; Screen and Simmonds 2013a,b,

2014; Screen et al. 2013, 2014; Sato et al. 2014; Simmonds

andGovekar 2014). Many studies have demonstrated that

midlatitude Eurasian cold winters are closely tied to the

autumn (Honda et al. 2009; Francis et al. 2009; Petoukhov

and Semenov 2010; Liu et al. 2012) andwinter (Inoue et al.

2012; Tang et al. 2013; Mori et al. 2014) arctic sea ice loss

through changes in atmospheric circulations.

The numerical experiments of Newson (1973) first

suggested that under an ice-free Arctic Ocean condition,

the decrease of the temperature gradient between the

equator and pole weakens westerly winds in midlatitudes,

which favors atmospheric blocking and thus has conse-

quences for regional temperatures. A suite of sea ice

change experiments were conducted by Murray and

Simmonds (1995), who also found a reduction in the

strength of the westerlies north of about 458N, albeit with

large regional variations in the weakening. This result was

also noted in subsequent studies (Liu et al. 2012; Tang

et al. 2013;Walsh 2014), whilemidlatitude cold anomalies

are regional. This hints that frequent Eurasian cold events

as observed in the recent decade (Zhang et al. 2012) may

be related to the arctic warming through a reduction of

midlatitude westerlywinds (Honda et al. 2009; Petoukhov

and Semenov 2010; Inoue et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012; Tang

et al. 2013). Honda et al. (2009) noted that the amplifi-

cation of the Siberian high as a result of stationary Rossby

waves generated thermally by the anomalous turbulent

heat fluxes due to the autumn sea ice loss over the Barents

and Kara Seas tends to cause colder winters over the Far

East. Inoue et al. (2012) found that the northward shift of

cyclone tracks under a light ice situation over the Barents

Sea creates an anomalous anticyclonic circulation over

the Siberian coast, thus generating a warm Arctic–cold

Siberian temperature anomaly. However, in a long-term

perspective, cold surface air temperature (SAT) anoma-

lies are absent over midlatitude Eurasia, although strong

positive SAT anomalies appear over the less ice-covered

regions around Greenland and over the Barents Sea

(Deser et al. 2000, their Fig. 7).

The numerical experiments of Sato et al. (2014) also

indicated that the local response to the heating due to the

sea ice loss over the Barents Sea does not produce a mid-

latitude cold anomaly over Eurasia if the forcing outside

the arctic region is not considered. Instead, they concluded

that the planetary wave train due to the warming in the

Gulf Stream extension region is important for the excita-

tion of the WACE dipole pattern (Sato et al. 2014;

Nakanowatari et al. 2014; Simmonds and Govekar 2014).

More recently, Dai et al. (2015) also found that during

1999–2013 theDJF cold anomaly overEurasia is associated

with the cold sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in

the central and eastern Pacific possibly as a result of the

interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO) phase change. Thus,

atmospheric teleconnection patterns initiated outside the

arctic region may play an important role in the appearance

of midlatitude cold anomalies over Eurasia.

Many studies have examined the atmospheric re-

sponses to the arctic sea ice loss (Deser et al. 2000;

Alexander et al. 2004; Magnusdottir et al. 2004; Deser

et al. 2004, 2007; Kvamstø et al. 2004; Seierstad andBader
2009; Koenigk et al. 2015). Most of these studies showed

that the reduction in summer or winter sea ice extent

leads to winter atmospheric circulation anomalies resem-

bling the negative phase of the North Atlantic Oscillation

(NAO2) or Arctic Oscillation (AO2) (Alexander et al.

2004; Magnusdottir et al. 2004; Seierstad and Bader

2009), which is characterized by arctic warming and often

leads to midlatitude cold winters (Liu et al. 2012; Tang

et al. 2013). Furthermore, Seierstad and Bader (2009)

showed that a projected future arctic sea ice reduction for

all seasons induces an NAO2-like atmospheric circula-

tion in late winter. However, Deser et al. (2000) found

that the reduction of the winter sea ice over the Green-

land Sea corresponds to the positive polarity of the NAO

and/or AO circulation pattern. Kvamstø et al. (2004) also

found that the reduced sea ice extent in the Labrador Sea

produces a positive NAO and/or AO response. Thus, it

appears that the relationship between the sea ice varia-

tions and changes over the arctic region and the phase of

the NAO is far from clear. Presumably, the middle-to-

high-latitude atmospheric circulation patterns and asso-

ciated continental cold anomalies depend not only on

arctic sea ice variations but also on the forcing outside the
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arctic region (Sato et al. 2014; Simmonds and Govekar

2014). This raises an interesting question: Is the recently

observed WACE anomaly a direct result of the arctic

warming (heating anomaly) over the Barents Sea due to

the sea ice loss or a result of the joint influences of the

large-scale circulation (NAO and blocking patterns)

changes outside the arctic region and the warming over

the Barents Sea?As suggested byWalsh (2014) and Francis

and Vavrus (2015), the arctic warming tends to favor mid-

latitude blocking flows. Thus, it remains an open question

whether the WACE pattern is related to an increased fre-

quency (number of days) of Ural blocking (UB) events

because the Barents and Kara Seas are influenced by the

northern branch of the UB anticyclonic circulation. Such a

connection is possible because the blocking anticyclonic

anomaly often corresponds to a temperature dipole with a

warm anomaly over high latitudes and a cold anomaly over

midlatitudes.We investigate this by including and excluding

UB events in our observational analysis. Moreover, what

processes lead to the increased frequency of UB in the re-

cent decade is also an interesting question. In Part I of this

study, we examine these questions with both regression and

composite analyses. We also present a new viewpoint that

the occurrence of the long-lived UB pattern together with

the positive NAO (NAO1) enhances the WACE temper-

ature anomaly due to the reduction of the westerlies over

Eurasia associated with the arctic warming over the

Barents Sea. This process may be referred to as the

blocking-induced amplification of the reversed meridi-

onal temperature gradient that is a manifestation of the

WACE dipole pattern. We hypothesize that, although

the warming over the Barents Sea does not directly in-

duce the UB pattern, it is a favorable condition for the

UBpersistence and can strengthen the blocking-induced

WACE anomaly pattern. These results differ from pre-

vious findings (e.g., Liu et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2013).

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we de-

scribe the data and methodology. In section 3, the re-

gression and composite analyses are performed to

understand the relationship between the WACE pattern

and the sea ice loss over the arctic region and its two

dominant subregions. The role of UB in the amplification

of theWACEpattern is discussed in section 4. In section 5,

we examine the impact of decadal variations of surface

warming associated with the sea ice loss over the BKS on

the UB pattern and its modulation on theWACE pattern.

Conclusions and discussion are summarized in section 6.

2. Data and methodology

a. Data

We used daily data of 500-hPa geopotential height and

SAT at 2m on 18 3 18 grids for the winter seasons from

December to February (DJF) from ERA-Interim (Dee

et al. 2011) fromDecember 1978 to February 2014 (defined

as the period 1979–2013 hereafter). Moreover, the monthly

SSTdataona 0.758 3 0.758 gridwere also taken fromERA-

Interim. Here we also used the satellite-observed sea ice

extent (SIE) monthly data obtained from NSIDC (http://

nsidc.org/data/seaice/data_summaries.html) to calculate

the spatial pattern of the SIE trend and its time series.

The DJF-mean NAO index was obtained by per-

forming a time average of daily NAO indices during

DJF. The daily NAO index is constructed by projecting

the daily 500-hPa geopotential height poleward of 208N
onto the loading pattern of the rotated empirical or-

thogonal functions (REOFs) for the NAO (Barnston and

Livezey 1987), from the NOAA/Climate Prediction

Center (www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/

nao.shtml). This index differs slightly from the station-

based NAO index defined as the pressure or height dif-

ference between the Azores high and the Icelandic low

(Hurrell et al. 2003). For the analyses, the daily 500-hPa

geopotential height and SAT anomalies are defined as

their deviations from the climatological mean for 1979–

2013 at each grid point for each day of awinter, and hence

the seasonal cycle is removed.

b. Blocking detection method

The UB is a quasi-stationary large-scale anticyclonic

circulation occurring around the Ural region that persists

for at least one week. To understand the impact of UB on

the WACE pattern, we need to identify UB events. The

blocking identification method of Tibaldi and Molteni

(1990, hereafter TM90), along with its associated TM in-

dex, is used to detect such events. The index is defined in

terms of 500-hPa geopotential height gradients to the north

(fN 5 808N1 D) and south (fS 5 408N1 D) of a chosen
latitude f0 (f05 608N1 D). Here, we use D 5 248, 08, or
48 instead of D 5 258, 08, or 58 in the original TM index

because the ERA-Interim data with 18 3 18 grids are used.
On average, blocking events occur in the Ural Moun-

tains region centered at 608E (Diao et al. 2006), although

their center of action can be found as far east as 908E. A
UB event is defined to have taken place when the large-

scale conditions specified in TM90 are satisfied and only

when the mean position of the positive anomaly averaged

over its life cycle is located over the region from 408 to
808E. The time that a large-scale blocking event sat-

isfies the meridional height gradient condition, GHGS 5
[Z(f0)2 Z(fS)]/(f0 2 fS). 0, of TM90 is defined as its

duration, where Z denotes the 500-hPa geopotential

height at the specified latitudes. In this paper, our com-

posite analysis is focused on the winters of 1979–2013, and

the maximum amplitude of the blocking anticyclonic

anomaly during its life cycle is defined as the zero-lag day
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(lag 0). Moreover, the two-dimensional (2D) blocking in-

dex ofDavini et al. (2012) is used to examine the change in

the center of the UB action from 1979–99 to 2000–13 and

the link between the UB and the phase of the NAO by

calculating the instantaneous blocking (IB) frequency over

Eurasia, which motivates our analysis in Luo et al. (2016,

hereafter Part II). Because the frequency distribution of IB

events is identical to that of individual blocking events

(Davini et al. 2012), only the IB frequency distribution is

presented in this paper. For the details of this 2D blocking

index and the definition of the IB frequency, refer to the

papers of Davini et al. (2012) and Luo et al. (2015).

3. Relationship between the warm Arctic–cold
Eurasian anomaly and arctic sea ice loss

a. Atmospheric circulations associated with the winter
arctic sea ice loss

To establish the link between arctic sea ice reduction

and the winter WACE pattern, it is useful to examine

what type of circulation patterns respond to less winter

arctic sea ice and to understand where the arctic sea ice

loss and associated large-scale circulations play a dom-

inant role in midlatitude cold anomalies over Eurasia.

These thoughts lead us to divide the overall arctic sea ice

reduction region into two dominant subregions—the

BKS and the North American high-latitude (NAH) re-

gion (Hudson and Baffin Bay, Davis Strait, and Labra-

dor Sea)—because most of the winter arctic sea ice

variability takes place over these two regions. By con-

structing the SIE time series in the whole arctic region

and its two subregions, it is easy to understand where the

sea ice loss dominates the whole arctic sea ice reduction

by calculating their correlation coefficients. For this, the

regressed fields of the 500-hPa geopotential height and

surface temperature anomalies onto the SIE time series,

for both detrended and nondetrended data, will be

presented in this section.

Figure 1a shows the normalized time series of DJF-

mean SIE during 1979–2013 over the whole Arctic (solid

FIG. 1. (a) Time series of normalized 1979–2013 DJF arctic SIE over the whole Arctic

(black), BKS (blue), and NAH (red) for nondetrended case, where the dashed line represents

the linear trend in the whole-Arctic SIE and (b) the area of the SIE linear trend (% yr21). The

two outlined areas represent the BKS and NAH, respectively.
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black), the BKS (red), and theNAH (blue). It is seen that

winter arctic sea ice has declined steadily from 1979 to

2013, which is statistically significant at the 95% confi-

dence level. The DJF arctic sea ice reduction is over-

whelmingly due to declines in the BKS andNAH regions,

denoted by the two boxes in Fig. 1b. The SIE time series

over the BKS and NAH regions have a positive correla-

tion of 0.78 and 0.62, respectively, with the total arctic

SIE, but their correlation coefficients decrease to 0.45 and

0.29 (not significant at the 90% confidence level) after

detrending the data. This suggests that on interannual

time scales the sea ice variations over the BKS play a

bigger role than the NAH sector for the total arctic SIE,

consistent with previous findings (Parkinson et al. 1999;

Honda et al. 2009). In other words, the loss of sea ice over

theBKS dominates the arctic sea ice reduction. If we look

at the different atmospheric responses to the sea ice loss

in the different sectors, it is feasible to clarify the different

role of the sea ice loss in the different regions in mid-

latitude Eurasian cold anomalies.

The maps of the regression coefficient between local

DJF-mean SAT or 500-hPa geopotential height anom-

aly and the DJF SIE time series (multiplied by 21) are

shown in Fig. 2, which shows that accompanying the SIE

decreases, the strongest arctic warming occurs over the

BKS with strong cooling over the Eurasian continent

east of 508E for the nondetrended (Fig. 2a) and de-

trended (Fig. 2b) cases, which form a WACE pattern

similar to the warm Arctic–cold Siberian pattern as

noticed in previous studies (Honda et al. 2009; Inoue

et al. 2012). Moreover, a strong warming is also seen in

theNAH region and a portion of theNorthAtlantic (red

areas in Fig. 2a) and is related to the sea ice loss in these

regions. Accompanying the surface warming, the 500-hPa

geopotential height shows positive anomalies around the

whole arctic region and weak negative anomalies along

the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes (Fig. 2a). The

most prominent characteristic of the Northern Hemi-

sphere circulation is that a strong positive height anomaly

emerges near the Ural Mountains (608E) (contours in

Fig. 2a). This large-scale feature can also be seen in Fig. 2b

for the detrended case. Although this large-scale anticy-

clonic circulation is located to the north side of the Ural

Mountains, it is still referred to as the UB circulation

hereafter, partly because the arctic warming over the BKS

changes the UB shape. Moreover, we can see from Fig. 2b

that the positive height anomaly over theNorthAtlantic is

stronger and located farther north for the detrended case

(Fig. 2b). This demonstrates that the warming trend as-

sociated with the arctic sea ice loss weakens the anticy-

clonic circulation over the North Atlantic and forces it to

shift southward. This result is easily explained. This is

because the NAO1 pattern corresponds to a negative-

over-positive dipole height anomaly over the North At-

lantic, and the prevalence of the NAO1 dipole pattern

can weaken high-latitude blocking and strengthen mid-

latitude anticyclonic circulation in the North Atlantic.

On the other hand, because the arctic and subarctic

regions over the continental side are mainly covered

by the positive height anomalies and the SAT anom-

aly exhibits a positive-over-negative dipole meridional

structure over Eurasia (Fig. 2b), the arctic sea ice loss on

interannual time scales is accompanied by an AO2-like

pattern and a WACE pattern (Honda et al. 2009;

FIG. 2. Linear regression maps of DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height [gpm (std dev)21; contour interval 5
15 gpm (std dev)21] and SAT [8C (std dev)21; shading] anomaly fields projected onto the SIE time series for

(a) nondetrended and (b) detrended cases.
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Petoukhov and Semenov 2010; Liu et al. 2012; Tang et al.

2013;Vihma 2014; Francis andVavrus 2015). This suggests

that the SIE, SAT, and 500-hPa geopotential height

anomalies are physically related. Although a strong UB

circulation is seen to occur with the arctic sea ice loss, it is

unknown whether the UB anticyclone is related to the sea

ice loss over the BKS or the NAH or both. To understand

the role of the sea ice loss over different regions, it is useful

to present the regressed fields of the 500-hPa geopotential

height and SAT anomalies onto the sea ice time series

over these two regions.

Figure 3 shows the linear regressionmaps of the 500-hPa

geopotential height and SAT anomalies projected onto

the SIE time series (multiplied by 21) over the BKS and

NAH. For nondetrended data, the UB anticyclone is

dominant around the whole Northern Hemisphere (NH)

when the sea ice loss occurs over the BKS (Fig. 3a).

However, after detrending, an NAO1-like pattern is seen

to coexist with the UB pattern that is especially strong

(Fig. 3b). The combinedNAO1 andUB anomalies form a

teleconnection circulation similar to a negative-phaseEast

Atlantic/West Russia (EA/WR2) pattern (Fig. 3b) ac-

cording to the definition of Barnston and Livezey (1987).

However, the atmospheric circulation pattern associated

with the sea ice loss in the NAH region does not exhibit

such a structure. In contrast, it resembles an NAO2 pat-

tern with a cold anomaly over high-latitude Eurasia and

corresponds to a positive SAT anomaly in the NAH re-

gion for both the nondetrended (Fig. 3c) and detrended

(Fig. 3d) cases. This differs from the finding of Kvamstø
et al. (2004), who noted that the sea ice reduction in the

Labrador Sea corresponds to anNAO1 pattern. Thus, the

above results indicate that the UB is related to the sea ice

loss over the BKS but not to the sea ice loss in the NAH.

As found by Sato et al. (2014) in a numerical model,

the Gulf Stream warming can drive a planetary wave

FIG. 3. Linear regression maps of DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height [gpm (std dev)21; contour interval 5
30 gpm (std dev)21] and SAT [8C (std dev)21; shading] anomaly fields projected onto the SIE time series of the

(a),(b) BKS and (c),(d) NAH. Nondetrended case in (a),(c) and detrended case in (b),(d).
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train similar to the EA/WR2 pattern across the Eurasian

continent starting from the North Atlantic. The local

response to the BKS warming cannot excite such a wave

train structure, although it can generate a large-scale

anticyclone over the subarctic region and drive a cold

anomaly over high-latitude eastern Siberia. This suggests

that the UB is not only influenced by the direct forcing of

the BKS warming but also by the warming of the mid-

latitude North Atlantic (red in Fig. 3b). As further em-

phasized by Sato et al. (2014), the BKS region may be

only an amplifier of the Gulf Stream remote response.

This prompts us to consider the combined role of large-

scale circulations due to the forcing outside the arctic

region and the sea ice loss over the BKS in order to un-

derstand the physical cause of the WACE pattern vari-

ability. While the sea ice loss over the BKS corresponds

to the strong UB together with the NAO1 pattern, the

sea ice reduction in theNAH is found to correspond to an

NAO2 patternwith a surfacewarming in theNAHregion.

Although the large-scale anomaly circulation over the

whole NorthernHemisphere associated with the arctic sea

ice loss (Fig. 2b) exhibits a positive-over-negative dipole

height anomaly around themiddle-to-high latitudes with a

large positive anomaly in the Eurasian arctic region

around the region from the BKS to Ural Mountains, it is

different from the AO2 pattern that has a dominant pos-

itive anomaly over the North Atlantic and is nearly in-

distinguishable from the NAO2 pattern (Deser 2000;

Feldstein and Franzke 2006). Here we call it a negative

Arctic response oscillation (ARO2) pattern. In contrast, it

is referred to as a positive ARO (ARO1) pattern when it

has an opposite spatial structure (see Fig. 15c). TheARO2

pattern may be understood as comprising the NAO2

pattern related to the sea ice loss over the NAH (Fig. 3d)

and the UB pattern associated with the NAO1 pattern

(Fig. 3b) related to the sea ice loss over the BKS. This view

helps explain, as a response to the overall arctic sea ice loss,

why the positive height anomaly over the North Atlantic

(Fig. 2b) is shifted to the south of Greenland.

b. Physical relation of the ARO2 pattern to the arctic
sea ice loss and the role of UB

To understand the role of the local sea ice loss, it is

useful to define the DJF-mean SAT anomalies averaged

over the regions 608–858N, 408–808E and 608–858N, 908–
508W as the BKS temperature (BKST) and NAH tem-

perature (NAHT), respectively. The nondetrended

and detrended BKST and NAHT time series are shown

in Figs. 4a,b together with the arctic SIE. The non-

detrended BKST (NAHT) shows a negative correlation

of 20.55 (20.52) with the total arctic SIE, and these cor-

relations strengthen to20.84 (20.77) after the application

of a five-point moving average. Detrending the data

reduces the magnitude of the correlation to 20.48

(20.22), or 20.86 (20.48) after the smoothing. Thus,

arctic total SIE decreases are more closely related to the

warming over the BKS than over the NAH (Honda et al.

2009; Petoukhov and Semenov 2010). In this case, the

surface air warming over the BKS or NAH may be iden-

tified as corresponding to the sea ice loss over each sector.

Because the nondetrended SAT anomalies over the

BKS and NAH regions are mostly positive after 2000

(Fig. 4a), it is also insightful to split 1979–2013 into two

epochs: P1 (1979–99) and P2 (2000–13). Such a period split

is reasonable for examining the decadal variations of the

SAT anomaly, although the warming in the NorthAtlantic

during 1979–2013 is associated with the AMO (Peings

andMagnusdottir 2014) and the SST related to the IPO

phase change (Dai 2013; Dong and Dai 2015), and the

inflow of North Atlantic warm waters into the BKS

occurred after 2000 (Spielhagen et al. 2011; Alexeev

et al. 2013; Walsh 2014).

It is also helpful to perform the linear regressions

of the 500-hPa geopotential height and SAT anomalies

onto the arctic SIE time series (multiplied by21) during

P1 and P2 (Figs. 5a–d) for both detrended and non-

detrended cases. This can help us better understand the

variation of atmospheric circulation patterns associated

with the winter sea ice loss from P1 to P2. It is seen that

although there is a strong positive height anomaly over

FIG. 4. Time series of (a) nondetrended and (b) detrended DJF-

mean SIE (black), BKST (red), and NAHT (blue) indices during

1979–2013, where rB (rN) represents the correlation coefficient of

the BKST (NAHT) index with the arctic total SIE index and rBs
(rNs) denotes the correlation coefficient of the same indices after

5-point moving averaging.
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central Siberia near the Ural Mountains during P1 and

P2 (Figs. 5a,b), this anticyclonic anomaly is stronger for

P2 than for P1. The strongest surface warming takes

place over the BKS, while a cold anomaly appears over

Eurasia (Figs. 5a–d). When the data are detrended, we

can see that blocking anticyclones still exist over two

regions: southern Greenland and the Ural Mountains

and the northeastern side of the Ural Mountains

(Figs. 5c,d). An important difference of this is that over

the North Atlantic the blocking anticyclone is stronger

and located over the southern tip ofGreenland during P2,

while it is weaker and located in the midlatitude North

Atlantic during P1. In particular, during P2 the North

Atlantic blocking is not identical to the Greenland

blocking associated with the NAH sea ice loss (Figs. 3c,

d). This reflects that during P2 other circulation patterns

not related to theNAH sea ice variability may change the

location and strength of the North Atlantic blocking.

Moreover, the UB tends to occur in the higher-latitude

region during P2. This suggests that the atmospheric re-

sponse to arctic sea ice loss is complex. It could be argued

that it depends not only on the regional specifics of arctic

warming but also on the atmospheric circulation patterns

related to the forcing outside the arctic region (Sato et al.

2014; Simmonds and Govekar 2014).

Why does the Northern Hemisphere circulation ex-

hibit such an ARO2-like pattern?We conclude that it is

likely a synthesis of the atmospheric circulation patterns

related to the sea ice reduction over the NAH and BKS

regions. This can be verified by calculating the re-

gression fields of 500-hPa geopotential height and SAT

anomalies onto the BKST and NAHT time series, re-

spectively. Figure 6 shows the regressed patterns of the

detrended 500-hPa geopotential height anomaly against

FIG. 5. Linear regression maps of DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height [gpm (std dev)21; contour interval 5
15 gpm (std dev)21] and SAT [8C (std dev)21; shading] anomaly fields projected onto the arctic SIE time series

during (a),(c) P1 and (b),(d) P2 for the case with trends in (a),(b) and without trends in (c),(d).
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the detrended BKST time series during 1979–2013 and

its two epochs P1 and P2. We find that the regressed

height field shows an NAO1-like dipole in the North

Atlantic and an UB anticyclone near the Ural Moun-

tains. In other words, the large-scale circulation associ-

ated with the BKS warming exhibits a planetary wave

train that is comprised of the NAO1 pattern and UB

anticyclone. This wave train structure exists during P1

and P2 although its intensity is changed from P1 to P2

(Figs. 6b,c). Correspondingly, the SAT anomaly shows a

warming over the subarctic region and a cooling over the

midlatitude Eurasian continent, a WACE dipole tem-

perature anomaly. However, the numerical experiment

of Sato et al. (2014) indicated that the BKS warming

cannot directly excite the NAO1 pattern. It is possible

that the NAO1 pattern contributing to the WACE

pattern comes from the midlatitude North Atlantic

warming. As we note in Part II, the sea surface warming

over midlatitude North Atlantic occurs together with

the oceanic warming over the BKS. While the mid-

latitude North Atlantic warming favors the NAO1

pattern (Czaja and Frankignoul 2002), the oceanic

warming over the BKS favors the sea ice loss there and

then reduces the middle-to-high-latitude westerly winds

over Eurasia to produce a favorable condition that in-

creases the persistence of UB events. The regressed

fields of 500-hPa geopotential height and SAT anoma-

lies onto the NAHT time series for 1979–2013 and its

two epochs P1 and P2 also show that when the warming

takes place over the NAH region, the height anomaly

exhibits an NAO2 pattern during 1979–2013 and P1, but

it resembles aGreenland blocking anticyclone during P2

(not shown). Naturally, the ARO2-like pattern related

to the sea ice loss over the whole Arctic during P2 may

be explained as a superimposition of the NAO2 pattern

and theUB anticyclone together with theNAO1 pattern

FIG. 6. Linear regression maps of detrended DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height [gpm (std dev)21; contour

interval 5 60 gpm (std dev)21] and SAT [8C (std dev)21; shading] anomaly fields projected onto the detrended

BKST index shown in Fig. 4 during (a) 1979–2013 and its two epochs, (b) P1 and (c) P2.
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related to the warming over the NAH, BKS, and mid-

latitude North Atlantic (Figs. 3 and 6). Such a superim-

position in the North Atlantic can make the anticyclonic

anomaly center of the North Atlantic blocking shift south-

ward during P2.However, as noted above, theAO2 pattern

has a dominantNorthAtlantic component and is identical to

the NAO2 pattern (Deser 2000; Feldstein and Franzke

2006). Thus, it is difficult to explain theWACEpattern using

theAO2 pattern (or equivalentNAO2 pattern) because the

NAO2 pattern does not correspond to a WACE tempera-

ture anomaly. But for the ARO2-like pattern as seen from

Fig. 2, the UB is actually a very important component that

constructs the main body of the ARO2-like pattern

(Fig. 5d). Thus, it becomes feasible to explain the WACE

patternwith theARO2 viewpoint if theARO2-like pattern

can be explained as a superimposition of theNAO2 pattern

related to the NAH sea ice loss and the strong UB anticy-

clone together with the NAO1 pattern associated with both

the BKS sea ice loss and midlatitude North Atlantic

warming. In the following section, we will emphasize and

quantify the role of the UB in the WACE variability.

4. Role of Ural blocking in the warm Arctic–cold
Eurasian pattern amplification

Because the regression analysis cannot tell us how the

lifetime of UB events changes from P1 to P2, it is nec-

essary to identify the individual UB events in winter

during 1979–2013 and calculate their life periods in

terms of the blocking indices. Here, we first use the 2D

index of Davini et al. (2012) to determine the spatial

distribution of the UB frequency and its variation from

P1 to P2. Then, the TM index is utilized to calculate the

life period of each UB event.

Before picking UB events, it is of value to look at the

IB frequency distribution in winter during 1979–2013.

Figure 7 shows the winter (DJF) spatial distribution of IB

frequency (the percentage of IB days with respect to the

total days of a winter) for the P1 and P2 periods. It is seen

that there is a higher IB frequency over the Ural region

during P2 (Fig. 7b) than during P1 (Fig. 7a). In addition,

the P22 P1 difference (Fig. 7c) shows that the higher IB

frequency tends to take place in the higher-latitude re-

gion fromGreenland to theUral region. Because the high

IB frequency corresponds to more blocking days, it is not

surprising that high IB frequencies are found in the region

of long-lived blocking events. In particular, the increase

in the IB frequency over the south of the BKS and the

north of the Ural Mountains is distinct (Fig. 7c), in-

dicating that the warming over the BKS due to arctic sea

ice loss increases the persistence of the UB anticyclone,

especially its northern branch. Although the UB is long

lived during P2, its intensity is slightly less than during P1

(see Figs. 14c,d). As shown below, the strong warming

due to the sea ice loss over the BKS during P2 tends to

reduce the middle-to-high-latitude westerly wind over

Eurasia, thus providing a background condition favoring

long-lived UB events.

We identify 54 UB events over the Ural region (408–
758N, 408–808E) during 1979–2013. In these events,

FIG. 7. Horizontal distribution of winter-mean instantaneous blocking frequency (%) during (a) P1 and (b) P2,

and (c) the P2 2 P1 difference. The shading denotes the region above the 95% confidence level using a two-sided

Student’s t test.
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31 (1.48 yr21, with a total number of 235 days) occurred

during P1 and 23 (1.64 yr21, with a total number of

194 days) occurred in P2.While the yearly number of the

UB events has increased by about 11% from P1 to P2,

the yearly blocked days have increased by 24% from

11.2 days per winter during P1 to 13.9 days per winter

during P2, with the mean lifetime increasing from 7.6 to

8.4 days. This indicates that the frequency (number of

days) of UB events has increased from P1 to P2 largely

because of its prolonged lifetime for the individual UB

event. The mean number of days with the IB events for

each winter is 18 (22) days during P1 (P2).

a. The statistical relationship between the UB, NAO,
and BKS warming

To further reveal the link between the UB and

WACE patterns, it is necessary to establish a statistical

relationship between the UB, NAO, and BKS warming.

Before examining this problem, we should first discuss

the time-mean fields of the 500-hPa geopotential height

and SAT anomalies during the UB life cycle with a

quasi-biweekly time scale (10–20 days) averaged from

lag210 to110 days (where lag 0 denotes the UB peak)

during 1979–2013. Figure 8a shows the time-mean 500-

hPa geopotential height and associated SAT anomaly

fields for all the UB events averaged over 20 days cen-

tered on the UB peak day. It is seen that when the UB

occurs, the SAT exhibits a typical quasi-biweekly

WACE (QB-WACE) anomaly, in which the surface

warming or positive SAT anomaly emerges on the

northern side of the UB anticyclonic anomaly center

with a cold anomaly on its southeastern side. This hints

that the emergence of the QB-WACE anomaly is linked

to the presence of UB events. If this QB-WACE

anomaly event is long lived, the strong DJF-mean

WACE anomaly will emerge over Eurasia. For this case,

the further loss of the BKS sea ice is enhanced in a wider

area. At the same time, we can see in Fig. 8a that there is

an anticyclonic anomaly over the midlatitude North

Atlantic. It reflects that the North Atlantic large-scale

circulation can be projected into the NAO1 pattern

while it is relatively weak and its negative component is

not present over Greenland. This can be explained as

follows: In Fig. 8a the time mean of 500-hPa geo-

potential height anomalies develops around the UB

peak (lag 0). Naturally, it is inevitable that the time-

mean NAO1 pattern averaged over the life cycle of the

UB is weak because there is an approximate 4–7-day

time lag of the UB behind the NAO1, as we will see in

Part II. In Fig. 8b we construct the time series of the

normalized DJF-mean UB frequency (days with UB),

BKST index, and NAO index, based upon the result in

Fig. 8a. It is seen that the BKST index exhibits an

upward trend from 1979 to 2013 but shows almost no

trend during P1, whereas a significant upward trend is

seen during P2. During P2 the upward trend of the

BKST index concurs with the increasing UB frequency

that is stronger during P2 than during P1 (Fig. 8b).

Further correlation analyses show that during 1979–

2013 the BKST index exhibits a positive correlation of

0.45 (0.57) with the UB frequency (NAO) index, while

the UB frequency has negligible correlation (0.02) with

the NAO index. This at least reflects that the warming

over the BKS is related to the increased UB frequency

and the NAO1 phase. The correlation between the UB

and NAO indices changes from 20.31 during P1 to 0.45

during P2, while the positive correlation of the BKST

andUB frequency (NAO) indices increases from 0.20 to

0.72 (from 0.64 to 0.77) from P1 to P2. For detrended

data, similar results are found (not shown). In particular,

the correlation coefficient between the UB frequency

and NAO index becomes 0.51 (significant at the 90%

confidence level) during P2. The strong positive corre-

lation between any two of the three indices during P2 is

easily explained. Because the midlatitude North At-

lantic warming is more intense during P2 than during P1

FIG. 8. (a) Time-mean 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm; contour

interval 5 10 gpm) and SAT (K; color shading) anomalies averaged

from lag210 to10days. (b)Time series ofnormalizedDJF-meanNAO

(black) and SAT (red) averaged over the region 608–858N, 408–808E
and UB frequency (green) indices during 1979–2013. In (a), lag 0 de-

notes the day of the UB peak and the dashed box denotes the BKS.
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(Fig. 16a in Part II), NAO1 events are more easily ex-

cited during P2 as a response (Czaja and Frankignoul

2002). The theoretical result of Luo et al. (2007) in-

dicates that the decay of the NAO1 event can frequently

excite downstream blocking. The resultant downstream

blocking tends to occur in the Ural region and be long

lived because of the reduced westerly winds over the

Ural Mountains and its adjacent region induced by the

BKS warming (see Fig. 11b). In this case, it is inevitable

that there is a strong positive correlation between the

NAO index and UB frequency during P2. As further

shown in Fig. 8a, the occurrence of the UB pattern can

induce an additional warming over the BKS (dashed box

in Fig. 8a) on time scales of 10–20 days and amplify the

warming over the BKS prior to the UB onset (see

Fig. 15b) to establish an intense DJF-mean WACE pat-

tern (see Fig. 15d). Such an interaction is the so-called

positive feedback between the UB and DJF-mean

WACE patterns. Naturally, the BKST index exhibits a

strong positive correlation with the UB frequency during

P2. Because the NAO1 pattern corresponds to an in-

creasedUB frequency (see Fig. 16a), there is an enhanced

positive correlation between two of the BKST, UB, and

NAO indices during P2. However, how the phase of the

NAO and its variability affects the UB and associated

WACE variability is explored in Part II of this study.

b. UB-induced amplification of the WACE pattern

Here, we define DT 5 DTS 2 DTN as an intensity in-

dex for characterizing the variations of the winter-mean

WACE pattern, where DTN and DTS denote the regional-

mean SAT anomalies over the arctic region (608–858N,

408–808E) and the Eurasian continent (408–608N, 508–
908E), respectively. If DT is strongly negative, then the

WACE pattern is strong. Otherwise, the WACE pattern

is weak. Figure 9a shows that the DJF-mean DT index

and UB frequency are highly correlated (the correlation

coefficient is 20.70 during 1979–2013). It is noteworthy

that this correlation becomes stronger during both sub-

periods, with 20.80 in P1 and 20.93 in P2; that is to say,

the high UB frequency corresponds to a strong reversed

meridional temperature gradient in winter. Thus, the

WACE pattern is a manifestation of the UB frequency.

Associated with the increasing UB frequency during P2,

the WACE pattern is intensified (Fig. 9a). Consequently,

the intensified WACE patterns with intense cold Eurasian

midlatitude winters in the recent decade are likely related

to the increased UB frequency associated with the sea ice

loss over the BKS during P2 winters.

To see whether the BKS warming contributes to the

UB and if the WACE pattern is related to the quasi-

stationary wave train from the NorthAtlantic to Eurasia

(Honda et al. 2009; Sato et al. 2014), it is useful to

examine the difference of the winter-mean 500-hPa

geopotential height anomalies between strong and

weakWACEpatterns. Herewe define the strong (weak)

WACEpattern as the case with theDJF-meanDT index

equal to or less (greater) than 20.5 (0.5) standard de-

viations. We then computed the difference of the DJF-

mean 500-hPa geopotential height and SAT anomaly

between the strong and weak WACE patterns (Fig. 9b).

It is clear that the height anomaly difference exhibits a

negative-over-positive dipole anomaly in the North At-

lantic (NAO1 pattern) and a reversed dipole anomaly

over theUral region (UB pattern). By definition, a warm-

over-cold SAT dipole temperature anomaly like a

WACE pattern is seen over Eurasia as well. Thus, the

WACE pattern appears together with the NAO1 and

concurrent UB patterns; that is, the combined NAO1

and downstream UB patterns exhibit a planetary wave

train structure. This is the likely cause of why there is a

positive correlation of the NAO index with the UB fre-

quency and BKST indices during P2 as seen from Fig. 8b.

However, it is difficult to identify the causal relation-

ship between the BKS warming and UB pattern because

they are coupled together. An efficient method to reveal

causality is to calculate the DJF-mean WACE indices

with and without blocking events and then examine their

difference.We show the time series of DJF-meanWACE

index for two cases with and without blocking events in

Fig. 10. It is seen that theWACE index is mostly negative

during 2000–13, especially after 2004. The WACE index

becomes more negative once the blocking events are in-

volved (solid line in Fig. 10). Obviously, the presence of

the UB pattern can amplify the WACE pattern through

strengthening the reversed SATmeridional gradient over

Eurasia. The difference of theWACE index between the

two cases with and without blocking further shows that

the UB-induced DJF-mean warming does not remember

the decadal signal of the sea ice loss (warming) over the

BKS because the UB-induced WACE index does not

show a downward trend during P2 (red line in Fig. 10). It

is possible that the decadal variation of the warming over

the BKS or theWACEpattern likely comes from oceanic

processes such as the inflow of Atlantic warm water into

the arctic region, AMO, and SST anomalies during P2

(Walsh 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir 2014), even

though the UB can amplify the BKS warming.

5. The modulation of the decadal UB and warming
variations on the WACE pattern

a. Background conditions of long-lived UB events

In the above sections, although we have quantified the

UB-induced amplification role of the winter-meanWACE
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pattern, the roles of the decadalUBandwarming variations

in changes in the spatial structure of theWACEpattern are

not sufficiently understood. Before investigating this prob-

lem, it is useful to explore the decadal variation ofUB from

P1 to P2 and what background conditions favor long-lived

UB events during P2 in this subsection.

To understand why the UB events are longer lived

during P2, it is useful to look at the background westerly

wind change from P1 to P2. To quantify the background

westerly wind, we need to exclude daily zonal winds

associated with UB events to calculate the winter-mean

background westerly wind. We show the DJF-mean

westerly wind averaged during P1 and its difference

with P2 (P2 minus P1) in Figs. 11a,b and the time series

of normalized DJF-mean westerly wind strength aver-

aged over the region 508–708N, 508–808E (mean westerly

wind strength hereafter) during 1979–2013 in Fig. 11c. It

is found that during P1 the middle-to-high-latitude

FIG. 9. (a) Time series of normalized DJF-meanWACE index DT (solid) and UB frequency

(dashed). (b) The differences of the DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm) and SAT

(K) anomalies between the strong (DT # 20.58C) and weak (DT $ 0.58C) WACE cases.
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westerly winds are weaker over Eurasia than over the

Atlantic basin (Fig. 11a). This result is also detected for

P2 (not shown). The P2 2 P1 difference clearly shows

that the DJF-mean westerly wind strength along the

middle-to-high-latitude region from theNorthAtlantic to

Eurasia is weaker during P2 than during P1 (Fig. 11b).

While this westerly wind reduction (;30%) from P1 to

P2 is seen along the latitudes from 508 to 708N over

Eurasia, the percentage decrease of the westerly wind

over Eurasia is larger than over the North Atlantic.

Figure 11c also shows that there is a negative correlation

of 20.54 (statistically significant at the 95% confidence

level) between the mean westerly wind strength and UB

frequency during P2. This indicates that during P2 the

reducedmiddle-to-high-latitude westerly wind due to the

BKS warming is a favorable condition for the persistence

of UB events, thus explaining why the UB has a higher

frequency during P2 in Fig. 7. Although Newson (1973)

also mentioned this point, much more information about

where the westerly wind is weakened and how the UB

and BKS warming interact was not provided in his study.

b. Roles of decadal UB events and surface air
temperature in the WACE pattern variability

To examine the impact of theUB event variation from

P1 to P2 on the WACE pattern, it is reasonable to cal-

culate the time-mean (composite) 500-hPa geopotential

height and SAT anomaly fields averaged over the life

cycles of individual UB events during P1 and P2 and

their P2 2 P1 difference. As shown in Fig. 8b, over the

BKS the warming trend actually reflects the decadal

variation of the SAT anomaly. Thus, the detrending of

the height and temperature fields corresponds essen-

tially to the removal of the decadal variations of these

fields. If the data are detrended, the decadal SAT

variations due to the arctic sea ice loss will be removed.

Here we performed additional analyses based on the

detrended and nondetrended cases. For the two cases

we show the time-mean 500-hPa geopotential height and

SAT anomaly fields averaged over the UB life cycle for

two epochs P1 and P2 and their difference in Figs. 12a–f.

It is seen that when the raw data are used, there aremore

intense and widespread UB anticyclonic circulations

during P2 (Fig. 12b) than during P1 (Fig. 12a). Similarly,

the high-latitude warming is more pronounced and

widespread for P2 (shading in Fig. 12b) than for P1

(shading in Fig. 12a), which is readily apparent in the

P2 2 P1 SAT difference field (Fig. 12c). The positive

SAT anomaly over the BKS in the P2 2 P1 SAT dif-

ference field (Fig. 12c) reflects the intense decadal sur-

face warming due to the BKS sea ice loss during P2.

The P2 2 P1 500-hPa geopotential height difference

field (Fig. 12c) also shows that a planetary wave train

originating from the midlatitude North Atlantic propa-

gates into the Barents Sea region during P2 relative to

FIG. 10. Time series of the DJF-mean WACE indices DT (8C)
with (solid black) and without (dashed black) the effect of Ural

blocking and their difference (red).

FIG. 11. (a) DJF-mean zonal wind (m s21) with blocking events

excluded during P1 and (b) the P22 P1 difference (m s21; contour

interval 5 1.0 m s21). (c) Time series of normalized DJF-mean

zonal wind strength with blocking events excluded (solid) and UB

frequency during 1979–2013 (dashed). In (b), the shading denotes

the region above the 95% confidence level.
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P1 and then strengthens and enlarges the blocking an-

ticyclone in the subarctic side. For the detrended time-

mean 500-hPa geopotential height and SAT anomaly

fields (Figs. 12d–f), the wave train structure is still vis-

ible in the P2 2 P1 500-hPa geopotential height dif-

ference field (Fig. 12f), but its anticyclonic anomaly

becomes evidently weak and tends to be located in

central-east Siberia. For this case, the BKS warming

almost disappears. Thus, during P2 the positive SAT

anomaly over the BKS and associated WACE pattern

are essentially a manifestation of the decadal SAT

variation and UB-induced warming. On the other

hand, we see that the center of the UB action is slightly

located more northward for the nondetrended case

(Fig. 12b) than for the detrended case (Fig. 12e). Al-

though the change in the location of the UB anticy-

clonic anomaly center from P1 to P2 is less evident,

the northern branch of the UB anticyclone is re-

markably intensified and widened because of the sea

ice loss over the BKS during P2 (Fig. 12b). The in-

tense and wide UB can induce a stronger dipole

temperature anomaly during P2 (Fig. 12b) than during

P1 (Fig. 12a) to produce an intense WACE pattern be-

cause the UB is long lived and its frequency undergoes

an upward trend during P2.

c. Evolutions of daily UB and SAT anomalies

It is also important to examine the daily fields of

compositeUB and SAT anomalies to reveal how theUB

patterns evolve during P1 and P2. We show the com-

posite detrended daily 500-hPa geopotential height and

SAT anomaly fields during P1 and P2 in Fig. 13. It is seen

that during P1 there is a positive height anomaly over

the midlatitude western North Atlantic and a weak

negative height anomaly over Greenland during the UB

life cycle (Fig. 13a). This dipole anomaly looks like

an NAO1 pattern. In this NAO1 pattern a positive

anomaly is seen to be located in the midlatitude North

Atlantic near the Gulf Stream region (Sato et al. 2014).

The decay of this NAO1 pattern is so weak that we

cannot conclude that the UB results from the wave train

propagation or the energy dispersion of the NAO1

FIG. 12. Time-mean (a)–(c) nondetrended and (d)–(f) detrended 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm) and SAT (K;

shading) anomalies averaged during the blocking life period from lag210 to 10 days for (a),(d) P1 and (b),(e) P2 and

(c),(f) their difference, where lag 0 denotes the blocking peak.
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(a)
FIG. 13. Instantaneous fields of composite detrended daily 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm; contour

interval5 10 gpm) and SAT (K; color shading) anomalies during the period from lag29 to 9 days during

(a) P1 and (b) P2, where lag 0 denotes the peak of the UB amplitude.
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(b)
FIG. 13. (Continued)
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pattern (Fig. 13a). For this case, the UB may be un-

related to the NAO1 pattern during P1, thus explaining

why there is a lower correlation between the DJF-mean

NAO index and UB frequency during P1. However, this

feature is not present during P2 (Fig. 13b). An NAO1

pattern appears at lag 27 days. Accompanying its per-

sistent decay from lag27 to lag 0 day, a planetary wave

train is seen in the North Atlantic and the Eurasian

continent as well as a UB pattern being formed over the

Ural region. Thus, it is concluded that during P2 the UB

occurrence is more likely related to the energy disper-

sion or planetary wave train propagation resulting from

the decay of the NAO1 pattern. This problem is ex-

amined in detail in Part II. Although theUB anticyclone

is weaker after lag 7 days for P2 than for P1, it is stronger

before lag 27 days. In this case, an important result is

found that during P2 the UB establishment is a slow

process, while the UB decay is rapid. The cause of the

asymmetry of theUB growth and decay deserves further

exploration but is beyond the scope of this study.

Moreover, the detrended daily WACE anomaly is more

persistent during P2 (Fig. 13b) than during P1 (Fig. 13a).

This is more evident for a nondetrended case (not

shown). The likely cause of this result is that the

composite UB anticyclone during P2 has a relatively

large area to transport more warm air to the arctic re-

gion to lead to a long-lasting warming over the BKS or a

long-lived QB-WACE anomaly. This point can be fur-

ther seen from composites of the daily 500-hPa geo-

potential height and SAT fields for UB events below.

To quantify the variation of the UB and associated

SAT anomalies, we define the value of the maximum

positive anomaly center of the UB as the UB intensity.

The blocking area Bs is defined as the area over which

height anomalies exceed 10 gpm. Similar to the defini-

tion in section 3, we define the SAT anomaly averaged

over the domain 608–858N, 408–808E as the UB-induced

area-average SAT anomaly.

We show the time evolution of the composite daily

area-average temperature, blocking intensity, and

blocking area from lag 210 to 10 days in Fig. 14. It is

interesting to see that the UB-induced arctic warming is

more intense and persistent during P2 than during P1

(solid line in Fig. 14a). Although the UB is weaker

during P2 than during P1, it has a larger area (Figs. 14e,f)

and is more persistent (Figs. 14c,d) during P2 for the

detrended and nondetrended cases. During P2 the wide

and persistent blocking circulation transports more

FIG. 14. Time evolution of area-averaged, composite daily (a),(b) SAT, (c),(d) blocking

intensity, and (e),(f)Bs (m
2) with the positive anomaly$10 gpm during the UB life cycle from

lag 210 to 10 days for nondetrended cases in (a),(c),(e) and detrended cases in (b),(d),(f), in

which the solid (dashed) line represents the case of P2 (P1), and lag 0 denotes the day that the

UB anticyclone peaks.
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warm air to the arctic region around the BKS, thus

producing a long-lasting arctic warming (Figs. 14a,b). In

particular, the SAT anomaly becomes more persistent

and its largest intensity lags the UB peak by 1 day owing

to the BKS sea ice loss. On the other hand, we see from

Figs. 14c,d that the UB establishment is a slow process,

but its decay is a rapid process. This is consistent with the

result obtained from the composite daily height anomaly

in Fig. 13. Because theUB establishment is slower, it can

accumulate more heat over the BKS region so that a

large positive SAT anomaly can still be seen over the

BKS even when the UB decays rapidly. This explains

why the QB-WACE anomaly can be persistently

maintained during P2 (Fig. 13b). Thus, during P2 the

decadal SAT variation due to the BKS sea ice loss can

make the UB-induced QB-WACE anomaly more per-

sistent. Based on these results, it is concluded that in

the recent decade the joint role of the UB-induced

QB-WACE anomaly and arctic warming over the BKS

tends tomakeEurasian cold wintersmore persistent and

intense. However, it is difficult to learn from the above

results how the spatial structure of the winter-mean

WACE pattern changes from P1 to P2. This problem

will be examined in the next subsection.

d. The role of UB in the change in the spatial structure
of the winter-mean WACE pattern

We show the DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height

and SAT anomalies during P1 and P2 in Figs. 15a,b

(Figs. 15c,d) for UB events excluded (included). Figure 15f

(Fig. 15e) shows the Fig. 15d minus Fig. 15b (Fig. 15c

minus Fig. 15a) difference of the DJF-mean 500-hPa

geopotential height and SAT anomalies between the two

cases with and without blocking events for P2 (P1). We

see that there are anticyclonic anomalies over both the

BKS and Greenland when the UB events are excluded

FIG. 15. DJF-mean 500-hPa geopotential height (gpm; contour interval 5 10 gpm) and SAT (K; color shading)

anomalies (relative to the 1979–2013 mean) (a),(b) without blocking events (i.e., the time interval from lag210 to

lag110 days of a UB was excluded, where lag 0 denotes the blocking peak) and (c),(d) with blocking events during

(a),(c) P1 and (b),(d) P2. The winter-mean difference between two cases is shown for UB events included and

excluded during (e) P1 and (f) P2.
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(contours in Fig. 15b). A negative height anomaly is also

seen in the south of the BKS region. The cold SAT

anomaly is seen in the high latitudes between 608 and
708N, while a warm STA anomaly emerges over the BKS

(color in Fig. 15b). However, we can further see that

when the UB events are included, the anticyclonic

anomaly is intensified over the BKS and its anticyclonic

area is widened, but weakened overGreenland, as shown

in the winter-mean height anomaly field (contours in

Fig. 15d). This means that theDJF-mean height anomaly

shows an east–west seesaw between the BKS and

Greenland, reflecting that the emergence of the UB

events is more likely related to the NAO1 pattern

(contours in Fig. 15f). Because of the role of the UB

pattern (Fig. 15f), the BKS warming-induced DJF-mean

anticyclonic anomaly is intensified andwidened and then

expands toward the south (Fig. 15d), consistent with the

regressed results (Figs. 2b and 3b). In addition, the sur-

face air warming over the BKS is also intensified and

widened to establish an intense WACE pattern (color in

Fig. 15d). This reflects the joint role of UB- and BKS-

warming-induced SAT anomalies. That is to say, the

UB-induced SAT anomalies can amplify the WACE

temperature anomaly to form an intense DJF-mean

WACE pattern. The cold anomaly of the WACE pat-

tern is seen to shift southward so that it is located south of

608N because of the presence of UB (color in Fig. 15d).

Thus, the presence of the UB pattern can cause the cold

anomaly of the WACE pattern to shift toward the mid-

latitudes to affect midlatitude countries. It is further

found that while the detrended UB height anomaly av-

eraged from lag 210 to lag 110 days is weaker in P2

(Fig. 12e) than in P1 (Figs. 12d), the DJF-mean UB

anomaly is stronger during P2 (contour in Fig. 15f) than

during P1 (contour in Fig. 15e) because the UB is more

persistent during P2. It is also seen that the UB-induced

DJF-mean WACE pattern is more intense for P2 than

for P1. In particular, theDJF-mean cold anomaly ismore

intense and located in lower latitudes during P2 (color in

Fig. 15f) than during P1 (color in Fig. 15e). Thus, it is

concluded that intense winter cold events in midlatitude

Eurasian continents will increase if the sea ice loss over

the BKS continues and the UB is present.

e. Is the UB related to the NAO?

As suggested by Fig. 15f, the UB anomaly is related to

the upstream NAO1 pattern. To establish this point, we

show the frequency distribution of IB events associated

with the life cycles (from lag210 to 10 day, lag 0 denotes

the NAO peak) of NAO1 and NAO2 events during

1979–2013 in Fig. 16 according to the NAO definition

that the daily NAO index must attain one standard de-

viation (1.0 STD) for at least three consecutive days, as

described in Part II. It is obvious that the UB frequency

(number of days) is higher for the NAO1 phase

(Fig. 16a) than for the NAO2 phase (Fig. 16b), thus

indicating that theUB is long lived for the NAO1 phase.

Their difference is statistically significant at the 95%

confidence level (Fig. 16c). This result also holds for a

0.5-STD definition (not shown). This suggests that the

FIG. 16. Horizontal distributions of the IB frequency (%) associated with (a) NAO1 and (b) NAO2 events during

their life cycles (from lag210 to lag110 days, where lag 0denotes theNAOpeak) and (c) their frequency difference [(a)

minus (b)], in which the shading denotes the region above the 95% confidence level for a two-sided Student’s t test.
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variation of the NAO outside the arctic region is also

important for the variability of the WACE pattern via

the UB change. Thus, it is necessary to examine the

impact of the NAO variability on the UB to reveal the

physical cause of the winter WACE variation. This is

reported in Part II.

6. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper, we have examined the impact of Ural

blocking on the warm Arctic–cold Eurasian (WACE)

temperature pattern inwinter (DJF) by dividing the arctic

sea ice loss region into two main subregions: the Barents

andKara Seas andNorthAmerican high-latitude regions.

The regressed maps of 500-hPa geopotential height and

SAT anomalies onto the winter SIE time series show that

there are blocking anticyclones over the North Atlantic

and the Ural region resembling an ARO2 pattern. This

ARO2 pattern is different from the AO2 that has a

dominant positive height anomaly over the North At-

lantic. In thisARO2-like pattern, theUBpattern is a very

important component. Moreover, positive SAT anoma-

lies are also seen over the BKS and NAH regions, re-

spectively. The regression analysis in the different region

also shows that for detrended data, the sea ice loss over

the BKS corresponds to the UB and concurrent NAO1

and is followed by aWACE pattern, while the sea ice loss

over the NAH region corresponds to an NAO2-like

pattern with a cold anomaly over northernEurasia. These

results are new, which can also be seen in the SAT re-

gression field even for the nondetrended data.

Moreover, it is found that the SAT anomaly over the

BKS exhibits a distinct positive trend during 2000–13,

which reflects a marked decadal variation of the warming

over the BKS due to the sea ice loss. By separating 1979–

2013 into two epochs, 1979–99 (P1) and 2000–13 (P2), we

have found that UB events become more persistent as a

result of the reduced middle-to-high-latitude westerly

wind (Fig. 11b) induced by the warming (sea ice loss) over

the BKS during P2 than during P1. In particular, because

of the role of the BKS warming, the UB persistence be-

comes asymmetric with respect to its peak during P2, in

which the establishment of theUB is a slow process and its

decay is a relatively rapid process. The slow-growing UB

can accumulate more heat over the BKS to maintain a

persistent warming, while it is affected by the persistence

of the UB. The presence of the long-lived UB event can

induce an additional warming over the BKS (dashed box

in Fig. 8a) through the emergence of a persistent QB-

WACEanomaly event and amplifies thewarming over the

BKS prior to theUB onset to establish a strongDJF-mean

WACEpattern, which leads to further loss of arctic sea ice

over the BKS. This is the so-called positive feedback

between the UB and WACE patterns. It is also demon-

strated that the BKS warming-induced DJF-mean anticy-

clonic anomaly becomes stronger and wider and then

expands toward the south because of the presence of UB

during P2. Along with the strengthening and expansion of

the anticyclonic anomaly over the BKS, in a DJF-mean

field the Eurasian cold anomaly is seen to shift toward

midlatitudes (Fig. 15d). This implies that under the con-

dition of the stronger winter sea ice loss over the BKS the

midlatitude cold events will be more frequent over the

Eurasian continent, while theUB is an important amplifier

of the WACE pattern.

On the other hand, we see that the warming over the

BKS exhibits a positive correlation with the NAO index

and theUB frequency during P2. This can be explained by

the close relation between the NAO andUB (Figs. 16a,b)

and the close relationship of the BKS warming with the

UB (Fig. 8a). The cause of thisNAO–UB relation is easily

explained using the theoretical result of Luo et al. (2007)

based on a nonlinear multiscale interaction model of

NAO events, who noted that the decay of the NAO1

event can lead to downstream blocking through the en-

ergy dispersion of Rossby waves. This process can be seen

inFig. 13b.Although our emphasis is placed on examining

the impact of theUB on theWACEpattern, the variation

of the UB frequency is shown to depend on the phase of

the NAO. This motivates us to examine how the varia-

tions of the UB and associated QB-WACE anomalies

depend on the phase of the NAO and North Atlantic

conditions to reveal the physical cause of the WACE

variability via the QB-WACE change. Results from that

investigation are presented in Part II.
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